The next generation Fifth Generation (5G) is driven not only to increase network capacity but also to boost the life of battery operated data-hungry devices, like smart phones and tablets. One of the most feasible solutions to cope with this is the evolution from traditional macro-cell deployments to network densification. Small cells are seen as the best match for network densification, as they can be opportunistically deployed in the highly irregular way in hot spots known as Dense Femtocell Networks (DFNs) using new spectrum bands. However, the main challenges of such network is to provide appropriate backhaul network that can maximize coverage while maintaining the required data throughput. Although fiber is the backhaul of preference in high rise building, microwave point-to-point and satellite can be alternative solution to reach sparsely dense rural area. Satellite communication can overcome such challenges by making satellite either as part of 5G component, provide coverage extension in particular for emergency communication or even as 5G backhaul. Although a seamless integration between the satellite and terrestrial network been initiated in the Third Generation (3G) network, the optimization and topology reconfiguration according to the traffic demands not been adopted. The keynote will examine the evolution of satellite terrestrial integration, satellite role in service delivery and coverage extension, effective channel access and sharing scheme, harmonization capabilities through Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs), High Altitude Platform (HAP) and High Throughput Satellite (HTS), 5G gateways and backhaul options.
